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christine: massey <cmssyc@gmail.com>

FOI to CDC re: studies showing Chlamydia psittaci causing psittacosis
christine: massey <cmssyc@gmail.com> Thu, Jun 8, 2023 at 1:15 PM
To: "FOIA Requests (CDC)" <FOIARequests@cdc.gov>

June 8, 2023

To:
Roger Andoh, Freedom of Information Officer
1600 Clifton Rd NE MS T-01
Atlanta, Georgia [30333]
Email: FOIARequests@cdc.gov
Phone: 770-488-6277
Fax: 770-488-6200

Dear Roger,

I require access to general records;

Description of Required Records:

All studies - in the possession, custody or control of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and/or the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry (ATSDR) and/or the people who are responsible for the CDC's claim that psittacosis is caused by Chlamydia psittaci - that:

used purified Chlamydia psittaci cultures to scientifically prove/evidence causation of psittacosis through a natural exposure route;

I am not seeking records that describe attempts to prove causation using unscientific methods; recall that scientific proof/evidence is not:

opinions, or
speculation, or
review papers, or
descriptive papers;

scientific proof/evidence requires use of the scientific method to test falsifiable hypotheses through valid, repeatable controlled experiments where only 1
variable differs between the experimental and control groups;

I require any study/report matching the above description, authored by anyone, anywhere, ever;  

If any records match the above description and are currently available elsewhere, please provide enough information about each one so that I may identify and
access them with certainty: title, author(s), date, journal, location, URLs where possible;

Format:
Pdf documents sent to me via email; I do not want anything shipped to me;

mailto:FOIARequests@cdc.gov
https://www.cdc.gov/pneumonia/atypical/psittacosis/about/signs-symptoms.html
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Thank you and best wishes;
by: christine: massey
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christine: massey <cmssyc@gmail.com>

Your CDC FOIA Request #23-01284-FOIA
MNHarper@cdc.gov <MNHarper@cdc.gov> Fri, Jun 9, 2023 at 12:01 PM
To: cmssyc@gmail.com

June 9, 2023

Request Number: 23-01284-FOIA

Dear Ms. Massey:

This is regarding your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request of June 8, 2023, for I require access to general records; Description of Required Records: All
studies - in the possession, custody or control of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and/or the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry (ATSDR) and/or the people who are responsible for the CDC's claim that psittacosis is caused by Chlamydia psittaci - that: used purified Chlamydia
psittaci cultures to scientifically prove/evidence causation of psittacosis through a natural exposure route; I am not seeking records that describe attempts to prove
causation using unscientific methods; recall that scientific proof/evidence is not: opinions, or speculation, or review papers, or descriptive papers; scientific
proof/evidence requires use of the scientific method to test falsifiable hypotheses through valid, repeatable controlled experiments where only 1 variable differs
between the experimental and control groups; I require any study/report matching the above description, authored by anyone, anywhere, ever; If any records match
the above description and are currently available elsewhere, please provide enough information about each one so that I may identify and access them with
certainty: title, author(s), date, journal, location, URLs where possible; Format: Pdf documents sent to me via email; I do not want anything shipped to me;.

Please see the attached letter.

Sincerely,
CDC/ATSDR FOIA Office
770-488-6399

 

 

2 attachments

23-01284 Acknowledgement.pdf
166K

FOI to CDC re studies showing Chlamydia psittaci causing psittacosis.msg
141K
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The actual date of completion might be before or after this estimated date.

Sincerely,

Roger Andoh

CDC/ATSDR FOIA Officer

Office of the Chief Operating Officer

(770) 488-6399

Fax: (404) 235-1852

23-01284-FOIA
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Your CDC FOIA Request #23-01284-FOIA
MNHarper@cdc.gov <MNHarper@cdc.gov> Wed, Aug 2, 2023 at 6:26 AM
To: cmssyc@gmail.com

August 2, 2023

Request Number: 23-01284-FOIA

Dear Ms. Massey:

This is regarding your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request of June 8, 2023, for I require access to general records; Description of Required Records: All
studies - in the possession, custody or control of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and/or the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease
Registry (ATSDR) and/or the people who are responsible for the CDC's claim that psittacosis is caused by Chlamydia psittaci - that: used purified Chlamydia
psittaci cultures to scientifically prove/evidence causation of psittacosis through a natural exposure route; I am not seeking records that describe attempts to prove
causation using unscientific methods; recall that scientific proof/evidence is not: opinions, or speculation, or review papers, or descriptive papers; scientific
proof/evidence requires use of the scientific method to test falsifiable hypotheses through valid, repeatable controlled experiments where only 1 variable differs
between the experimental and control groups; I require any study/report matching the above description, authored by anyone, anywhere, ever; If any records match
the above description and are currently available elsewhere, please provide enough information about each one so that I may identify and access them with
certainty: title, author(s), date, journal, location, URLs where possible; Format: Pdf documents sent to me via email; I do not want anything shipped to me;.

Please see the attached letter.

Sincerely,
CDC/ATSDR FOIA Office
770-488-6399
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Your appeal must be electronically transmitted by October 31. 2023.

Sincerely,

Roger Andoh

CDC/ATSDR FOIA Officer 

Office of the Chief Operating Officer

(770) 488-6399

Fax: (404) 235-1852

#23-01284-FOIA 


